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The libron-phonon coupling (LPC) model is used to calculate the IR absorption coefficient of
diatomic molecules trapped in solid matrices at low temperatures. The coupling between the
collective motions of the crystal and the molecule libration-type motion is at the basis of the LPC
model. This coupling results in temperature dependent shifts and broadening of the spectral lines
even in the low temperature regime. The near IR experimental spectra of CO in Ne, Ar, Kr, and
Xe matrices are successfully interpreted with the present theory. The strength ofthe libronphonon coupling and other constants pertaining to the theory are reported. The far IR spectra is
predicted as well.

I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction between diatomic molecules and solid
matrices has been studied theoretically by means of static
and dynamic models. This interaction is of fundamental interest since it modifies the molecular spectroscopic properties with respect to the gas phase. In fact, at low temperatures the monomeric absorption spectra consist of a sharp
line with shoulders toward higher and lower frequencies. I
This band profile has been interpreted as the result of a highly hindered rotational motion, or libration, coupled to the
crystal collective motions. 2 The purpose of this work is to
present a 3D microscopic approach for the calculation of the
IR line shape, shifts and widths of nonspherical diatomics
trapped in rare-gas matrices. Pauling3 and Devonshire4 first
discussed this problem by trapping a molecule in a static
crystal field. In 1980 Manz5 generalized these works taking
into account the lattice distortion due to the guest molecule.
However, static calculations are unable to predict the IR
absorption linewidths as well as their temperature dependence.
Dynamical approaches started with the rotation-translation coupling (RTC) model of Friedmann and Kimel,6,7
later on extended by Mannheim and Friedmann. 8 This treatment does not describe the spectra when molecules with high
moment of inertia are present in the matrix. Further progress was provided by Nitzan et al. 9 with a multiphonon
approach to describe vibrational relaxation. The coupling of
phonons to the molecular libration and to the internal vibration was previously studied by one of US2,1O within a onedimensional model. The molecule executes a libration-type
motion when the crystalline environment produces a high
enough potential barrier to the otherwise free rotation.
The results of this approach show that a direct coupling
between the molecular internal vibration and phonons is a
weak effect that cannot be responsible for the shift and
broadening of the v = O---+v = 1 band. 10 On the other hand,
the libron-phonon coupling (LPC) theory lead to temperature dependent shifts and broadenings of the vibration-liJ. Chern. Phys. 83 (9), 1 November 1985

bration bands as well as of the pure libration spectrum. 2
More recently, the 2D model of Mauricio et al., 11 in which
the molecule is coupled to a viscous isothermal bath via a
cage of surrounding atoms, has been compared to Dubost's I
experimental results with qualitative agreement, For HCl in
argon matrices, Allavena et ai, 12 interpreted the temperature
dependent broadening on the basis of phonon-rotational relaxation processes. This approach is adequate whenever the
matrix weakly perturbs the molecular rotation.
In this paper we propose that the molecular libration
dressed by their interactions with the matrix produces shifts
and broadening of the vibration-libration absorption lines.
The LPC theory predicts the temperature dependent broadening of CO in rare-gas matrices, successfully reproducing
the relevant features of Dubost et al. experiments. I ,l3 The
approach parallels our earlier treatment developed for the
IR absorption study of polar diatomics in simple liquid solutions. 14 In Sec. II we describe the system by a model Hamiltonian. Based on linear response theory and a proper connected diagram analysis 15. 16 we calculate the Green function
associated to the absorption coefficient, In Sec. III we compare our analytical results to CO in rare-gas matrices experiments l ,l3,17 and conclude with a discussion.
II. MODEL AND ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT

The system of interest is a monoatomic matrix with low
concentration of diatomic molecules placed as substitutional
impurities. We assume that the lattice atoms generate a potential that strongly perturbs the molecular rotation yielding
a libration-type motion. Therefore, the molecule is constrained to small angular displacements /lx, ay, Az (or librations) instead of rotating in its site. Let us describe the molecule at equilibrium in S, system fixed in the molecule with z
axis along the molecular internuclear radius r and with the
origin anchored on the molecular center of mass (Fig. 1). The
libration is such that angular displacements between rand z
are small allowing to approximate Az by ar and pz by zero.
Thus, the molecular Hamiltonian is
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where p." = mABiJ.",
q." = !lx, ay, ar,
and m AB
= mAmB/(m A + m B). The function v(r) stands for the intramolecular potential slightly perturbed by the crystal field.
It will be replaced by a harmonic oscillator vibrating about
the molecular internuclear distance re with frequency W r •
The potential Vstatic (x, y) represents the lattice effects on the
molecule that strongly perturb its rotation. This static term
is approximated by two harmonic oscillators of frequencies
Wx ' wyand angular displacements !lx, ay. Within the above
assumptions, the molecular Hamiltonian is written as
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in which a.,,+ ,a." satisfy boson commutation rules. The n
eigenvalues ofH M are those of a sum of three harmonic oscillators with quantum numbers nx , n r , ny:
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FIG. 1. Schematic picture of model. S is the coordinate system fixed in the
molecule. S' describes the lattice points and is chosen to have the X' direction along the phonon vector k.

(3)
'T1=x,Y,r

When the system has enough energy to excite oscillators x
and y to states above a certain energy barrier Vo' then the
molecule rotates almost freely. In this case we lose the representation of HM given in Eqs. (2) and (3) and the potential
Vstatic (x, y) acts as a perturbation to the highly excited rotation. Our model is thus constrained to energy exchanges
aE = En~ - Eo, smaller than the potential barrier. Such a
situation defines n max , the n maximum value, which is connected to Vo by Vo-wx(n max + ~).
The diatomics center-of-mass degrees of freedom are
considered to be part of the host crystal while the mass defect
molecule--crystal atoms are neglected. Then, the Hamiltonian for the host crystal in the harmonic approximation is
He

= L wka(bk~bka + !).

(4)

ka

Here W ka is the frequency corresponding to the normal mode
of wave vector k and polarization 0'; b k~' bka are the phonon
creation and annihilation operators.
The complete interaction molecule--crystal is not only
due to the Vstatic (x, y) term that transforms the system into
Ho = HM + He. There exists as well a dynamical coupling
Vint between the molecular librations and the 2nM nearest
neighbors in the lattice.

+ stl
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The dj are elongations in S of the molecule-neighbor atom
distances, a1J are the librational displacements, and
k (."s/i),
k (."sd+})
are the (s + l)th, (s + 2)th derivatives evaluatJ
, )
ed at equilibrium in S (Fig. 1). The coupling between the
internal vibration and lattice modes is small,1O so terms proportional to !::.z - ar were neglected. In second quantization
the libron-phonon Hamiltonian is obtained using Eq. (5) as
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where the coupling constants are
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with m the atom and mass Wo Debye's cutoff frequency. The
F." (kO') and F ~ (kO',k'0") are the following functions:
A. (s)
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Here a is the lattice constant, N is the number of atoms in the
crystal including the impurity, and the! .,,(0') are given in
the Appendix. Summing up, the system molecule--crystal is
described by the total Hamiltonian H = Ho + Hint' where
the unperturbed Hamiltonian reads as Ho = HM + He and
the libron-phonon interaction Hint takes the form of Eq. (6).
The harmonic approximation of this latter equation, in
which only A. ~b #0, corresponds to the LPC Hamiltonian
used in the liquid case. 14 Thus, the treatment presented in
this paper is a more refined approach than what we gave for
liquid solutions.
The instantaneous molecular dipole moment components of S are
M."

= J.l(r)a1J/re ,

1J

= x, y,z

(9)

with the permanent dipole moment given by J.l(r)
= J.lo + J.llar. Since we assumed smalllibrations, the dipole
momentzcomponentisjustJ.l(r). In termsofthea;( ,a." operators, the dipole moment reads
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M'TJ

= m: a: + m:

+ a: a/

+ m;; + aTJa,+ + c.c.
(10)

Here 1] = x, y,z and the m constants are defined in the Appendix.
When an external and oscillating electric field of frequency OJ and amplitude Eo is applied to the system molecule-<rystal, the absorption coefficient is calculated from
the relationship 2,lo
(11)
f/=x.)I,r

where A = E ~ /3 V in a volume V. The Fourier transform of
the dipole moment-dipole moment Green function is
Gw (M., , M.,) = G:" + iG:. It is the latter imaginary part
that enters in the above equation. We further use Eq. (10) in
Eq. (11) and split the absorption coefficient into a sum of four
contributions generated by the various nonvanishing combinations of M., terms in G: 14:
a(OJ) = a; (OJ) + aN (OJ)

+ a+ -(OJ) + a- -(OJ).

(12)

Each component is associated to a Green's function:
a-(OJ) =

-

Am

Lim: 2G :(a: ,a:),
1

.,=x,y,'
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Lim; + 12G : (a a,+ ,a'7a,+),

AOJ
11
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113)

L

Im'7+ + 12G;:(a.,+a/ ,a'TJ+ ,a/I·
'7 x,y
In Eq. (12), aF" (OJ) stands for the far IRcontribution to a-(OJ)
given by the sum of terms 1] = x, y in the first of Eqs. (13),
whereas aN"(OJ) stands for the near IR contribution and is
given by the 1] = r term.
We solve the GO) ofEq. (13) in the linear response frame
and use a proper connected diagram analysis. 15 Following
closely the procedure described in Refs. 14 and 16 up to
second order, we obtain

a++(w)

Aw
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(18)

where the complex function Btu(nII, given in the Appendix,
contains all the LPC effect on the absorption coefficient. In
deriving Eqs. (14)-(17) we have further assumed that
CtJx = OJy <OJ,.
The near IR spectrum profile is explicitly given by the
components aN" (OJ), a+-(CtJ), and a--{w). The component
aN" (CtJ) is a strong band centered near CtJ" since it represents
the pure vibrational transition IlJ = 0, v = o-v = 1 of a free
diatomics now perturbed by the LPC effect. The two combination components a+ - (CtJ) and a - - (CtJ) are weak bands centered near OJ, - OJ x andOJ, + CtJk' respectively. Each of these
components, as shown by Eqs. (15)-( 17), is a superposition of
frequency and temperature dependent terms. Schematically,
aN (CtJ) contains as many terms as a,+ -induced transitions
from initial states n 2 = (n2x' n 2y , 0) to final states
n t = (ntx,nty,l) give a nonnegligible value. The band corresponds to the selection rule An, = 1, An l1 = (1] = x,y).
Accordingly, the summations in a+-(CtJ) and a--(w) arise
from transitions induced by the operators a.,a,+ ,a: a/ that
originate the selection rules An, = 1, An l1 = ± 1. In this
spectral region the functions A",(ntl and r ",(nt} vary slowly
with frequency, consequently each term in the superposition
is a Lorentzian-type function at a given temperature. The
nth Lorentzian term in Eqs. (15)-( 17) has a width r", (n tl and
the unperturbed maxima OJ" CtJ, - OJ x' or CtJ, + CtJ x are shifted by A",(n t ). The origin of these shifts and widths are due to
the LPC effect. Indeed, Eqs. (15)-(17) reduce to three delta
functions when the LPC constants vanish. Closed expressionsof A",(n t), r ",(nl) are obtained in the harmonic approximation, i.e., when only the second order LPC constants A ~t
are considered. If it is further assumed that A ~6 = A ~
= ..1,x/2, then the states n l = (nix' n ly ,l) can be replaced by
(n,O,I), t4 with n = O,l, ... n max • Thus, for the absorption case,

°
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K[(n + 2)r'( OJ

x
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117)
withn 1==(n lx ' n ty , nI,jindexingthe€nl states of the molecular Hamiltonian H M and /3 = (kB T) - I. The functions Atu
(ntl and r m(n l ) are determined from the definition

(19)

Here, K = 1T(6A.x)2/CtJo, !l = OJ, in aN (CtJ), !l = OJ, + OJx in
a--(OJ), and!l =CtJ, -CtJ x in a-+(OJ). The functions r'(CtJ)
and Y"(CtJ) are defined in the Appendix and shown in Fig. 2
for two values of the temperature. In the w - OJ r region, these
functions vary slowly about the values of r'( ± OJ x / OJo ) and
y" ( ± OJ x / OJo), therefore leading to Lorentzian-type terms in
the summations ofEqs. (15)-( 17). The band profile of aN" (OJ),
a+ -(CtJ), a- -(OJ) is given by the envelope of these Lorentzians. In general, the resulting band shape is not Lorentzian.
In the far IR there is only one component, ai(OJ). The
contributions to this band, centered near CtJ"" are a result of
induced transitions such that An, = 0, An., = 1(1] = x, y).
The functions A",(n l ) and r ",(nt) in this case are not slowly
varying with frequency and consequently the terms in the n 1
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FIG. 2. Frequency dependence of (a) r' function related to the shifts of the
IR absorption bands [Eq. (A 7)] and (b) y" function related to the broadening
of the IR absorption bands [Eq. (A8)], for T = 10 K (dashed lines), and
T = 40 K (full lines), and 0 D = 85 K.

summation are not Lorentzians. The harmonic approximation of the latter yields, for n l = (n,O,O):

~",(n,O,O) = K[ (n _

2)r'(

-nr'( -

2tu::

lU)

:D)].
(20)

Two such functions vary in the frequency region lU-lU x as
shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, the resulting expressions for the
various n l contributions to ai (lU) have to be calculated considering explicitly the lU dependence of r'(lU) and y"(lU).
At low temperatures of about 10 K, two or three terms
contribute to each of the four absorption coefficient components. At higher temperatures the number of nonnegligible
terms increases and the peak position as well as the width of
each term change. This effect is due to the temperature dependence of the ~",(nd and r ",(nl) functions. Eventually, at
high enough temperatures, there will be nonvanishing contributions up to a maximum number nmOJ< such that the energy difference between the higher state Enmu and the initial
state E"2=Eo is of the order of Vo' the potential barrier to
libration. As the energy difference is increased above this

value, the molecule rotates almost freely. Therefore, the n l
summations are finite, containing at most nmOJ< terms. At low
temperatures, as is the case of interest for molecules trapped
in matrices, very few terms give a nonvanishing contribution
to these summations and the maximum value is seldom
reached. Thus, the profile of each band is just a superposition
of two or three functions (Lorentzian-type or not). In a preceding paper,14 we gave the LPC result for liquids which
yields a more complex envelope for each band, due to the
larger number of contributing terms in the corresponding
summations.
All together, Eqs. (14H17) give the LPC analytical
expression for the absorption coefficient in the IR region. If
now we compare such result to experimental data, the constants in the expression (lUx, nmOJ<' and the LPC constants)
will acquire values corresponding to the species under treatment. The number of LPC constants worthwhile to be included depends on the available experimental data. As we
discuss in the next section, certain features ofthe experiment
can be fitted to Eqs. (14H17) and from there one obtains
numerical values of the unknown constants. The meaning of
these unknown constants is very clear: lUx is the libration
frequency, n max measures the barrier height to libration, and
A ~b, A ~bb provide the interaction between libration excitations and phonons. Whenever lUx has a small value, the n max
terms in Eqs. (14)-( 17) will be sharp and closely spaced giving a structured envelope. Larger values of lUx tend to
smooth over the band profile. For fixed lUx, the widths and
red shifts of the terms composing the central and high frequency bands increase with increasing A values. One might
be tempted to interpret the r ",(nd in the n l summations giving rise to the three bands, as proportional to the inverse of as
many relaxation times as significant terms are in the sums. If
that is so, the librational relaxation will be governed by several fast processes with characteristic times which depend on
temperature. In Fig. 2 it is shown that the functions used to
calculate rill (n I) increase with increasing temperature. One
should expect that these characteristic times decrease with
increasing temperature. In what concerns the band shape, or
a whole envelope of Lorentzians, at very low temperatures
only red shifted bands about lU r are possible. When temperature is raised, the bands can shift towards the blue.
The emission process is similar, when viewed under this
scope. When emission takes place, the libration-vibration
band nr = l--+nr = 0, ~nx = 0 is composed by final states n l
that give rise to functions ~'" (n,O,O), r", (n,O,O). These functions are equal to those given in Eq. (19), but the exponential
factors in Eqs. (15)-(17) are very small. The overall result is
that librational relaxation gives rise to linewidths both in
absorption and emission. Vibrational energy relaxation due
to phonons gives a negligible contribution lo ,I7 to the broadenings when compared to the LPC mechanism.
III. COMPARISON TO EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION

Dubostl.1 3 measured the near IR absorption spectra of
CO trapped in Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe matrices. The experiments were performed at various temperatures, 8 K being
the lowest. The main features of the active monomeric spectra are very similar for the different rare-gas matrices, i.e., a
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TABLE I. Calculated and experimental (Ref. 1) absorption frequencies, line shifts, and linewidths (in cm - I) for CO in rare gas matrices.

Strong bands
experiment" (vexp)
V,heor = V, + t:.V.,(O,O,I)
Shift
V thcor - v,
Linewidth
experiment"
this work

Weak bands
experiment"
v, + Vx + t:..,(1,0,1)
V, + Vx + t:..,(1,0, 1)
Shift
V theor - (v, + v x )
V theo, - (V, + vx )
Linewidth
this work
a) Reference

Ne

Ar

Kr

Xe

2140.9
2143.3

2138.6
2140.2

2135.7
2141.7

2133.2
2142.7

-0.2

-3.3

-2.8

-0.8

0.16
0.14

0.55
0.54

0.47
0.46

Assignment

vo-+l
t:.n, = 1, !":.xx =

°

0.55
0.55

2156.7
2159.1
2156.7

2150.0
2151.3
2146.4

2146.0
2151.7
2143.9

2143.0
2152.5
2142.2

-16.9
-14.5

-19.5
-17.9

-15.7
-10.7

-13.2
-3.7

1.3

1.0

1.3

2.0

Vo-'l
t:.n, = 1,t:.nx = 1

1.

central band with two shoulders towards the high and low
frequency regions. The central peak at vexp is red shifted with
respect to the v = O---+v = 1, llJ = 0 transition in gaseous
CO. This peak, as well as the shoulders, grow wider and less
intense with increasing temperature. In fact, the low frequency shoulder is only detected when temperature is raised.
Three features of near IR absorption data are fitted according to Eqs. (15)-(17): the relative position and relative
intensity of the f::t.n, = 1, f::t.nx = 1 and f::t.n, = 1, f::t.nx = 0
peaks and the central band linewidth. The values ofthe constants involved in the theory are obtained from one fit to the
spectrum at the lowest available experimental temperature
and molecular concentration. Since the LPC model does not
include inhomogeneous broadening, the fitted LPC constants may be overestimated. That is so because the experimental absorption linewidth contains some inhomogeneous
broadening17 which has not be taken in consideration. The
comparison to experiment is therefore subject to this qualification.
In what follows we consider the harmonic approximation of Eqs. (14)-( 17) and give all frequencies as v = W/21T.
Numerical values of three unknowns, the LPC Ax, W x ' and
nmax are to be extracted from comparison to experiments of
CO trapped in rare-gas matrices. All other constants have
the values of unperturbed systems: (i) the gaseous CO specV,=VQ-.1 = 2143.5 cm-" re
troscopic
constants
= 1.128 A, and m AB = 6.86 18; (ii) the rare-gas Debye temperature of the solid at low temperatures, 63, 85, 73, and 55
K for Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe, respectively.19
The level of agreement shown in Table I between experiment and theory is achieved with the values of the constants
given in Table II. In Table I, the shift of the strong bands is
defined as the frequency difference between the calculated
(or experimental) peak maximum of the envelope V theor
(or vexp ) and the gas value of the vibrational frequency v"
i.e., V theor - v, or vexp - v,. The shift of the weak bands

defined as V theor - (v, - v x ) is also shown in Table I. The
linewidth is measured both theoretically and experimentally
as the full width at half-maximum of the hole band. As it is
clear from the values of the strong bands position, the LPC
model only gives part of the shift. This is to be expected, since
the coupling is too weak to produce intramolecular changes
due to the molecule neighboring surroundings such as large
anharmonicities. Therefore, in order to obtain a better comparison, we define an effective unperturbed vibrational frequency V,:
(21)

such that the maximum of the theoretical strong band extracted from Eq. (15) coincide with the experimental peak
vexp ' The values of V, are reported in Table II. The whole
spectrum profile is recalculated with V, as displayed in Fig. 3
for CO in Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe matrices. The v scale in this
figure is measured with respect to the vexp given in Table I.
The calculated shifts and widths obtained using V, instead of
v, do not differ from those reported in Table I, whereas the
calculated weak bands maxima do change as indicated in the
same table. The LPC effect is clear in the four matrices. The
tendency with increasing mass of the host atoms is to shrink
the spectral structure into one central peak by lowering Wx
and broadening the side bands. The broadening is a result of
considering each band as a superposition of n max LorentTABLE II. Numerical values of the constants in Eqs. (14HI7) obtained
from the fit to CO-rare gas matrices experiments at 8 K.
Ne
Ctlx(cm- I )

AAcm-'j
nmax
Vo (cm-I)
v,(cm- I )

16.7
0.6
4
75.2
2141.1

Ar
16.2
2.4
4
72.9
2141.9

Kr
13.9
1.8
4
62.6
2138.5

Xe
12.4
1.0
4
55.8
2134.0
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T=8K
10'

Xe

o
10'

Kr

o k.--_10'

Ne

o~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~

-20

-10

v..,-

0
V (em-')

10

20

FIG. 3. Near IR absorption spectra for CO trapped in rare-gas matrices at 8
K calculated from Eqs. (ISH 17) using the constants cast in Table II. a(v) is
given in arbitrary units and the v scale is referred to the experimental value
of Va-I given in Table I.

zian-type functions of width given by r .,(n,a,l). In fact, the
central band is resolved into one unique envelope for Xe.
Once the values of the constants are fixed we change the
temperature and show this effect in Fig. 4 for CO in an argon
matrix. As the temperature rises in the system, the bands are
broader and the relative intensity of the central to side peak
decreases. At T = 36 K, the spectral structure has almost

disappeared, being substituted by a broad feature. During
the heating process, the number of terms in each component
were controlled to be n max , but the weight of these terms
increases considerably, yielding increasing blue shifts and
drastic shape changes especially in the low frequency side of
the central band.
It is instructive to quantitatively compare our approach
with experiments, since the procedure allows to extract values for the constants in the theoretical results. Such constants may further be used to gain insight into other spectral
properties. The unperturbed frequencies (J)x in Table II are
of the order of Dubost's!·13 assignments for a pure libration
transition. The latter decreased with increasing mass of the
host atoms, same as the calculated (J)x. The LPC constants
obtained in this work are small, confirming the hypothesis
that this effect is indeed a small perturbation. Despite the
small values of the strength, the LPC effect is enough to
produce linewidths successfully in agreement with Dubost's
experiment (see Table I and Fig. 3). The LPC effect is also the
sole interaction that gives the band temperature dependence,
reproducing correctly the experimental results for CO-Ar
(Fig. 4). Inspection of the Ax values in Table II shows that
except for CO-Ne, the decreasing ordering parallels that of
the librational frequencies. The manifestation of an anomaly
for Ne is also evident in the sequence of rare-gas Debye temperatures. Finally, the libration barriers obtained in this
work are in good agreement with those reported in the literature.!
From the above results we can predict the dipolar contribution of CO to the absorption coefficient in the far IR.
Thus, taking the values ofthe constants in Eq. (14) as those
given in Table II, we are able to determine the absorption
profile as shown in Fig. 5 for CO-Ar. That is, identical input
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information produces the bands and temperature variation
as depicted in the figure. The LPC effect, even in its harmonic approximation, gives a very strong temperature dependence of the spectral lines. This is a new effect and an improvement with respect to the predictions we gave in the 10
case. 2 When a i (liJ) is compared to the calculated far IR
spectra of CO in liquid Ar,14 we can see the drastic changes
due to temperature and to the environment. CO in a matrix
produces a rather strong and localized band near the unperturbed liJ x librational frequency. The same molecule in liquid
argon gives rise to a broad and extremely blue shifted band
with respect to liJ x , even though the value of the LPC constant Ax is of the same order in both cases, i.e., equals 1.8
cm - I in the liquid and 2.4 cm - I in the solid.
As the title of this paper conveys, only one aspect of the
LPC theory for molecules in solid matrices has been discussed. The results of this theoretical study, when compared
to experiments of CO trapped in a number of solid matrices,
yield quantitative agreement and seem to indicate that the
LPC model does indeed take account of the main interactions responsible for the line shape temperature dependence.
The near as well as far IR components are given by Eqs. (14)(17). These components are envelopes of several weighted
functions with peaks and widths depending on the LPC
strength as well as on temperature. The analytical expressions that we provide for the absorption coefficient a(liJ) contain three unknowns, liJ x , Ax, and n max (or Vol; values for all
three can be extracted from a fit to experiment. Furthermore, all three quantities have a very precise meaning, i.e.,
liJ x and Vo are the librational frequency and height of the
static potential and Ax is the harmonic LPC constant.
Further far IR experiments of molecules with high orientational sensitivity should lead to greater understanding of
these systems, since they should allow to compare with the
LPC theory in its complete version.
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APPENDIX
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with 8ucn being a Kronecker delta.
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The expression for the B",(nd= - A",(n l ) - ir",(nl)
function responsible of the LPC shifts and broadenings is
given by
(A4)
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where B~)(nl) and B~)(nl) are associated to one and two
phonons processes, respectively. These are given by

(A5)

with A 31 .12

r:.

= (A7[hl/(A7[)12'

A7[ is either a; , a r+, a; a/ or a7[a/. The subindexes 1,2,3 indicate the states n l , n2' n 3 ,
= (liJ o /liJ ku )I/2F7[(kO')(a; + a7[t and nku = (e.Bliw,.u - I)-I.
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Here
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=

CUo 1/2
(CUk"CUk ' a' )

F'l(kq, k'q')(a:
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The functions y'(cu/cuo ) and y" (cu/cu o ) are defined as

r'(~) = JI
CUo

- I

t COS(21Tt - 1)2 [exp(eot IT) - 1]
culcu o - t

I

dt,

(A7)

y"(~) = ~[cos (21TCU/CU o ) 1]2[ exp(eocu/cuo T) - 1] -I,
CUo

(AS)

CUo

where eo is the crystal Debye's temperature and Tis the absolute temperature.
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